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Abstract

This descriptive study has conducted about; the worldwide pandemic COVID-19 has lead incalculable existing examples and patterns to the surface. In spite of the fact that we have various shortcomings and weaknesses: these incorporate an emphasis of disparity, chances that follow from the privatization of training, and exactly how ill-equipped we were for a huge shift to computerized and separate learning.

What's more, on the off chance that we see the other hand, some certain highlights inside our social orders have additionally gotten progressively noticeable. We are seeing fortitude and a solid, versatile reaction to challenges in numerous social orders. We see expanded thoughtfulness regarding the public great. We saw cleverness, devotion and inventiveness from the numerous instructors, families and understudies who are cooperatively constructing surprising learning encounters. It has brought hazardous occasions for state funded instruction, with dangers of crumble and disentangling as we remain to lose the two educators and understudies who may not get back to schools once they return. Along these lines, the differently privatization exclusively, when taking in moves from schools into the home. We ought to be likewise concern that we would already be able to hear claims that the current crisis and specially appointed measures ought to be changed into enduring changes.

All things being equal, we likewise need to perceive that numerous guardians and networks have stirred to an enthusiasm for educators' work and their polished methodology. An ever increasing number of individuals are becoming mindful of the different jobs that schools play in accommodating the prosperity of kids and youth, and in guaranteeing wellbeing and nourishment, close by scholastic learning. It is a conjuring to feel that web based learning is the way forward for all. We additionally learn about the term preventive right to training under the phenomenal conditions made by the pandemic, and to work with the degrees of trust important for
worldwide cooperation in activating assets to help the general right to instruction, we approach all schooling partners to screen that schooling assets are utilized for the sole reason for propelling the interests and capacities of students. It is important to be particularly careful of defilement and forestall the catch and redirection of instruction assets to propel private points. It has seen that the media assume a vital part in this worldwide crisis. Thus, a dire assignment in the Covid-19 pandemic is to effectively connect with individuals, organizations, ventures, examination, and public conversations to advance fundamentally and brilliantly educated praxis.

The article contends the various things about media and education system to post Covid-19 pandemic and also help to look for and foster basic applied exploration approaches and make plan standards for vote based and emancipatory digitalization of schooling. Also, we need more extensive cultural discourse about reasons for instruction and about the sort of society we need to create in the with Covid-19 world. Innovation and their suppliers ought to take action accordingly.
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**Introduction**

There are the many historic sudden events originate in our surrounding – like Natural Disasters, Economic Collapses, Pandemics, Wars – they change everything. COVID-19 may be a worldwide transmittable disease that emerged from Wuhan within the Hubei province of China in December 2019. It’s disseminating around more than 200 countries throughout the sphere. It’s also changed politics, economics, Education System and public opinion in drastic ways. On these sudden events, the ‘Covid-19’ pandemic changed our educational system in the widespread. At these changes the media is the primary source of data and it plays an important role in educating the masses. Though, when overly eager sources propagate information without proper verification, not only can it's harmful but it can have incidental corollary. It also can be a superb resource for information verification. However, this will only be possible through the responsible use of media where proper checks and balances are in situ. This way, it can help prevent the spread of rumors and end stigmatization of these suffering from COVID-19. Education has been one among the most important casualties of the continued COVID-19 pandemic. Round the world, policy makers have involved a move to remote learning to combat the crisis. However, this has led to an imbalanced landscape given the shortage of Internet access for several. With more institutions offering online courses, and a mess of emerging resources to enhance the web model and make it a viable substitute for a standard classroom, there's potential for change. Thus, the Internet-powered mobile technology can change the course of education delivery and make it more reachable, personalized, cost effective and impact-resistant. Students and teachers stand to realize this confluence. Schools can redesign their architecture to reflect this new reality, and academia can revise
curriculum and assessments to think about the changed education environment. The lockdown thanks to COVID 19 seems to possess generally caused a severe impact on the training of upper education students as they were within the middle of their even terms and this lockdown urge on them, led to a shift in their learning procedure. These students weren't ready to learn on alone basis with their educators, because the pandemic initiated an instantaneous and complete closedown of all the tutorial institutions, the shift in learning from traditional classroom learning to computer-based learning became one among the best academic changes which the scholars needed to deal with. The present study has been undertaken to grasp the student's perception about the imposed changes in learning methods thanks to COVID 19 problem at education institutions. Thus, it helps in developing better understanding of required educational reforms within the pandemic and post pandemic times, as education system got to be transformed significantly rather than expecting normalcy. It realized that, not everyone believes online education is an equal substitute for traditional learning, but a blended model may gain traction within the future. Hence, the combine learning format reconsider the normal education model and positively impacts four basic equations within the process — teacher-student; student-student; parent-student, and parent-teacher. All four equations are regenerated, as a replacement collaborative model develops.

The transition period will need to be managed through a mixture of digital and physical approaches to teaching and learning. This blended pedagogy mechanism, called the physical, goes to be the way of the longer term. Educational institutions must embrace this because it allows flexible teaching and learning within the new world we are entering. Due to technological advancement and convergence of Media, media education goes through very exciting times. Challenges are there but to take advantage of the upcoming opportunities, good media professional’s intervention is required and learners & trainers both got to welcome and embrace newer technologies. This lockdown has opened many new avenues and platforms for media students. Students do industry internships as ‘Online- Work from Home mode”. Media houses are hiring media interns with a planned strategy which is extremely much in sync with these challenging times. Therefore the main challenge is to utilize the interns within the optimum way. But, where there's a will, there's how. Production houses and journalism aren't far behind. They too are utilizing interns effectively. Briefings are given through video platforms. The lockdown is stretching the capabilities of imagination of each side to its best. This may impact during a positive way within the end of the day.
Role of Media in Post ‘Covid-19’:

The COVID-19 flare-up spread worldwide inside the space of days because of the quick headways in innovation, which has transformed the entire world into a worldwide town. Worldwide going can change pestilences to pandemics inside the flicker of an eye. In the current period, the media has become an amazing asset that effects and controls the infection results severally. Inferable from the unfathomability and changeability in various media types, it can assume both positive and negative parts. In COVID-19, the media has made a special combination of changed commitments. Here are the couple of things that the media ought to do in any flare-up to assume its part viably and for all intents and purposes:

Our proposed broad communications model has six significant segments and we suggest assessing the job of media as per how it acts in every classification. This assessment can fill in as important input for opportune and compelling intercessions utilizing broad communications as an apparatus to forestall and control every single future flare-up.

1. Public wellbeing correspondence
2. Strategies for social removing
3. Health instruction
4. Reduction of shame, segregation and bias
5. Telemedicine
6. Managing speculation

Online media has become a marvel in the business world particularly on schedule of COVID-19 pandemic; nonetheless, the examination on the advantages, the degree of which the associations for both private government areas is restricted. In this manner, diaries on how effective web-based media can bring them benefits are being utilized to think about the distinctions happened on how these associations are utilizing diverse stage to pass on their messages to people in general while lining up with their business technique to remain in front of their rivals.

Be that as it may, this examination depends on the informal community benefits by joining association's web-based media to make their objectives towards progress. The segment regions in which the overview is being directed will likewise be depicted close by with the example populace and the examination plan. With this examination, the creators can acquire more extensive experiences on the advantages of online media to
boosting new companies. The information being accumulated in this investigation to get a handle on a more profound comprehension about this issue use both essential and optional sources. The two sources are being utilized in making the report request to expand the exactness and the unwavering quality of the information so to make the data gathered more dependable and precise. Most optional information is for the most part situated by utilizing the distributed academic articles to help the case with the proof gave. While the essential information are gathered through the study that gathered from four unique sorts fire up that comprise both private and government areas, included in excess of 20 associations. Notwithstanding the constraints while gathering the information to be utilized in this examination, the issues and the advantages of web-based media in new company will additionally be explained in this report.

Education System in Post ‘Covid-19’

A. Commitment of Public to Education:

This pandemic has amplified large numbers of the long-standing difficulties confronting humankind. The lopsided chances that gap individuals inside and across countries indeed appear to be deteriorating. Versatile social orders that amplify human potential require a wide dispersion of abilities and a variety of gifts. General wellbeing and state funded instruction are firmly interconnected as they show the evident need of joint effort, fortitude and aggregate activity for the benefit of everyone. This worldwide wellbeing pandemic won't be crushed by wellbeing measures alone. It will be addressed by building community trust, extending human sympathy, advancing in science, and liking our normal humankind. Training specialists should work in a planned way with general wellbeing specialists. Each needs the other; each is highlighted by an acknowledgment of interdependencies that emerge in a public space. We can't permit general wellbeing and state funded training to be presented contrary to each other. All things being equal, our activities ought to be receptive to the cooperative energies and covers between the two around human and cultural prosperity. A reinforced obligation to instruction as a typical decent method mindfulness that we are teaching kids and youngsters—yet that we are teaching publics. Furthermore, people group drew in and local area drove learning is a vital part of instruction and should be keys to any procedure that tends to present and future difficulties. Training has extraordinary importance for outcasts and in social orders scarred by furnished clash and common conflict. In any case, in all cases in all settings schooling is our most significant vehicle to guarantee individual and cultural prospering. The worldwide pandemic has made apparent the focal job of grown-up training and deep rooted learning, as individuals of any age presently need to figure out how to make better approaches for (re) organizing social, financial and political life. The conclusion of public galleries, libraries, and public venues has helped us to remember the basic, corresponding jobs that these establishments play opposite schools and the manners in which that they too should be viewed as a fundamental piece of an expansive comprehension of state funded training. Numerous states can't confront this general wellbeing emergency
without the assistance of society everywhere, through practices of self-detachment, removing, cleanliness, self-
observing, and shared mindful. The social has been rediscovered. French savant Edgar Morin as of late saw
that despite the fact that we have seen a crumbling of fortitude in ongoing many years, "the pandemic and
control have shown an enlivening of fortitude, with various models, particularly in helpless areas." This is
unmistakably the situation in instruction, with networks understanding the focal job that government funded
training plays in our associated lives. We understand that each component of prosperity emphatically impacts
others. In state funded instruction as in general wellbeing, the attention should be on participation not rivalry.
We are protected when everyone is protected; we flourish when everyone thrives.9

B. Instructors and School the Board:

Instructors and training staff overall have assumed a vital part in the reaction to the COVID-19 pandemic and
have needed to confront various distinctive arising requests during the social and wellbeing emergency. Most
educators have not just needed to rethink and adjust training measures — including changing strategies and
educational plans, planning materials, and broadening the media, arrangements and stages utilized—however
have additionally needed to partake in exercises to shield the material wellbeing of students and their families,
like dispersing food, wellbeing items and school materials. Educators and instructive staff have needed to
confront the requests of giving socioemotional and emotional wellness backing to understudies and their
families, which is a part of their work that has gotten progressively significant during the pandemic. In playing
out their showing exercises and satisfying these new needs instructors regularly wind up with deficient
preparing and assets to address the difficulties of adjusting showing content and organizations to understudies
in impeded circumstances.10

C. Appreciation of the Right to Education:

Training is a crucial and all-inclusive common freedom. Social orders should bend over backward to support it,
no holds barred. States, which are perceived under worldwide law as obligation carriers for satisfying the right
to training, bear the duty to work with and give schooling, just as regard and secure the right to instruction. In
these seasons of interruption we have perceived that it is so hard to guarantee the accessibility of working
instructive foundations and programs, and at adequate degrees of value.11 All gatherings should focus on
guaranteeing that any retrogression is brief, genuinely incited by crisis conditions, and changed when that
becomes conceivable—so the new many years of progress are not fixed, thus that the 2020s don't turn into a
time of lost freedom. Given the significance of a reinforced public obligation to training as a typical decent, we
ought to likewise investigate how information itself ought to be viewed as a worldwide normal great. This
expects us to think past growing and democratizing the manners in which information is gotten to. We should
progressively additionally consider the manners in which that the creation and dissemination of information crosses with the right to training, regardless of whether this appears as an ok to investigate or the basic to consciously draw in with native and local familiarities. The COVID-19 emergency has shown us that the right to instruction should be adaptable and adjusted to various settings and to the necessities of evolving social orders. A refreshing and widening of the right to instruction has obviously gotten vital. The sending of radio and TV to help the continuation of understudies' scholarly picking up during COVID-19 school terminations helps us to remember the significance of these media for training, culture and general information, particularly for understudies who need admittance to online materials and savvy gadgets. The COVID-19 emergency has likewise uncovered the monstrous significance of computerized network and online stages—to the degree that we need to start thinking about admittance to data, itself additionally a key right, associated with the right to training in manners that were not anticipated even 10 years prior. Past the ideal enhancement of instructive foundations (if advancement has shown us anything it is that homogeneity and monocultures react ineffectively to shocks and disturbance), we are seeing a move towards liquid ways to deal with learning as a continuum in which tutoring and other conventional schooling organizations communicate all the more intimately with other less formalized instructive encounters from youth all through life. The learning urban areas development is one such model. We ought to consider ways maybe that the right to instruction ought to be widened to envelop fluid.

D. Importance of Teaching and Teacher Collaboration:

It observed that the numerous settings this has additionally been joined by an enthusiasm for the work of instructors, especially of their expert mastery and responsibility. First and foremost, numerous guardians presently obliged to follow and oversee their youngsters' learning at home have procured a more clear consciousness of the intricacy of educators' work. Second, similar to fundamental laborers in different areas, instructors have gone past the obligation at hand. They have reacted to their understudies' requirements with sympathy and additional endeavors that support the worth that guardians and networks connect to their activity. The entirety of this highlights the significance of an overall instructive structure of trust and collaboration. The bleeding edge administration of instructors will turn out to be much more observable as schools resume and teachers have to shield their own and their understudies' wellbeing as they foster new instructive examples. The instructive reaction to the COVID-19 emergency has uncovered the limit of teachers to draw on their expert information and cooperatively activate with creativity also, innovativeness that couldn't have been accomplished by a public authority essentially giving top down orders. Indeed, in the course of the most recent a while, the training area which is regularly ridiculous scrutiny for its traditionalism has shown itself to be among the most strong and versatile of every friendly organization. This is a significant exercise from this emergency and one which should lead us to allow instructors more prominent self-
Instructors should be more perceived and all the more profoundly esteemed; they are fundamental members in characterizing the fates of instruction. Today obviously nothing can fill in for coordinated effort between instructors, whose work isn't to apply instant advances or pre-arranged didactics, yet to completely accept their job as information empowering agents and academic aides. The ability to start, test and enhance that has been released during these pandemic disturbances must be permitted to proceed. Educator coordinated effort ought to likewise be perceived as growing to incorporate commitment with a wide arrangement of instructive partners, especially on the grounds that in this emergency those training frameworks generally drew in with families and networks have shown the most versatility.

The focal point of any instructive interaction is the human connection between an understudy and an instructor. The instructive frameworks best ready to react to the emergency will be those that are fit for esteeming their instructors and giving them the conditions for independent and community oriented work. This emergency uncovered the trouble of managing surprising circumstances in unified organizations and showed us that the genuine limit with respect to reaction and development lies in the drive of teachers who, along with guardians and networks, have in numerous cases found smart and contextualized arrangements.

E. The Open Source of Technology:

The utilization of advanced innovations for learning has produced revenue for various years. In truth, lightweight and versatile computerized gadgets have freed gaining from being limited to fixed and foreordained areas, generally changing the ways that information flows inside social orders. With regards to the COVID-19 emergency premium in portable learning innovations has developed dramatically. Not-with standing, two exceptionally unmistakable circumstances are regularly befuddled. It is one thing to utilize advanced instruments in educators' academic work with understudies. In advanced social orders it is unimaginable to prohibit from school the potential outcomes of admittance to information and correspondence that are progressively seen as an essential segment of everyday life—that we accurately discuss "advanced isolates" shows how significant web access and gadget availability have become. Here, our endeavors should zero in on open authorizing and open access approaches that work with no-cost use reuse, repurposing and adaption.

Open instructive assets should be focused on; state funded training can't be reliant upon computerized stages given by privately owned businesses. It is a totally different thing to configuration instructing and learning out of instant materials and content as this decreases and mutilates crafted by instructors and understudies. State funded schooling can't be characterized and constrained by content and strategies worked outside of the educational space and outside of the human connections among educators and understudies. The constrained scramble for materials and stages that we have seen during the pandemic represents an extraordinary hazard to the showing calling and its independence and could have genuine ramifications for the fates of schooling. We should guarantee that any computerized
change isn't only an exertion moved by innovation organizations yet that educators, understudies, governments, common society agents and protection advocates are likewise addressed and shape this changes.20

Conclusion:

Finally, we propagate the Covid-19 has uncovered the restless troubles that accompany that intricacy; however it has shown us that intricacy additionally produces strong dynamism and different potential outcomes. The mind-boggling difficulties that go with vulnerability have been altogether uncovered lately. Yet, COVID-19 has reminded mankind that vulnerability moreover contains incredible possibilities and puts lie to determinism. We have seen the startling dangers and weaknesses of our delicacy, however COVID-19 has provoked us to review that delicacy moreover produces mindfulness, affectability to our interdependencies, and can be a wellspring for trust. At the point when we take a gander at reactions to this emergency, we discover unique furthermore, imaginative thoughts coming from all sides of the world. Truth be told, in certain examples it is those who are most underestimated and impeded who have shown both the best consideration for others—and the best cleverness and inventiveness. The COVID-19 emergency has uncovered the way that advancement and inventiveness are extensively appropriated and not the select domain of select, well-resourceful focuses. We need to gain from and support the reactions coming from educators, understudies and networks—for in them lies the potential for changing instruction during and after the current emergency. These reactions to the pandemic will be not the same as one spot to another, from one setting to another. Be that as it may, they should be founded on a humanistic vision of training and advancement and common liberties structures. Activities should reinforce government funded instruction, invigorate normal products and grow a worldwide fortitude that accentuates the system duty regarding the schooling of everybody all over.
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